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Green For All has set up an online tool that makes it easy for people to call their Senators
directly. We've also included a sample email alert and graphic you can use to promote the
campaign. In key states across the country, we'll be pushing target Senators all week with calls
in support of a strong clean energy bill.
Below are the tools we've set up to make it easy for your organization's supporters to take
action for a strong clean energy bill:
1. Call-Congress Tool
2. Graphic
3. Sample Email Text
For questions about these tools, please contact Ada McMahon: ada@greenforall.org , 510 271
9858. For questions about the campaign, please contact Alli Chagi-Starr
alli@greenforall.org
, 510 271 9848.
1. CALL-CONGRESS TOOL: http://tools.advomatic.com/27/cleanenergy
This easy tool connects calls to your target Senator, gives callers a script, and lets them report
back on how the call went. Simply direct your supporters to the URL above to place their calls.
2. GRAPHIC:
This is a graphic for the call, which you can put on your website and in an email to your list. Link
the image to the call-Congress tool ( http://tools.advomatic.com/27/cleanenergy )
Large: http://www.greenforall.org/images/generic_climate_bill_call_large
Small: http://www.greenforall.org/images/generic_climate_bill_call/

3. SAMPLE TEXT:
This is sample text, feel free to edit as you see fit.
Call Your Senator Now!

This is our best chance yet to impact the historic clean energy bill in the Senate.
We're calling for a strong climate and clean energy bill - one that fights global warming, creates
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good jobs, and provides opportunity for all in a clean-energy economy.
Please Call your Senator now.
Our friends at Green For All set up an easy tool which connects your call, gives you a script,
and lets you tell us how your call went.
Please tell your Senator to include two critical provisions in the bill: 1) The Green Construction
Careers Demonstration Project and 2) Funding for the Green Jobs Act.
These two provisions will make sure that local workers and communities in need have access to
quality jobs and job training in the clean-energy economy.
Your call is absolutely critical in our fight for a cleaner, healthier, more just world.
Thank you for taking action.
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